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Bio-Plex immunoassay measuring the quantity of lysosomal N-acetylgalactosamine-6-sulfatase protein in dried blood spots for the screening of mucopolysaccharidosis IVA in newborn: a pilot study
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ABSTRACT

Objective Mucopolysaccharidosis (MPS) IVA (Morquio syndrome A) is an autosomal-recessive lysosomal storage disorder caused by the deficiency of N-acetylgalactosamine-6-sulfatase (GALNS) resulting in excessive lysosomal storage of keratan sulfate. Treatments for MPS IVA have recently become available with optimal outcomes associated with early diagnosis and treatment which can be achieved by newborn screening.

Design Newborn screening programme for MPS IVA pilot study.

Setting MacKay Memorial Hospital (MMH), Taipei and another three branch hospitals in Taiwan.

Participants A total of 7415 newborns were born in four branch hospitals of MMH and had joined the MPS IV newborn screening programme. Written informed consents were obtained from parents prior to the screening process (12MMHS188 approved by MacKay Memorial Hospital Institutional Review Board).

Outcome measures An alternative newborn screening method for MPS IVA has been performed. Screening involved measuring the quantity of GALNS in dried blood spot (DBS) from newborn infants using the Bio-Plex immunoassay. The amount of fluorescence sorting detected by yttrium aluminium garnet laser was proportional to the quantity of GALNS protein.

Results Of the 7415 neonates analysed, eight infants whose GALNS levels were below the cut-off value of 8.30 µg/L had been recalled for a second DBS collection. The reference values were 8.30–27.43 µg/L. In patients with confirmed MPS IVA (n=11), the GALNS quantities were far below 5% of the normal population.

Conclusion The Bio-Plex immunoassay is a validated method used for measuring GALNS protein in DBS and has the potential to be adopted for MPS IVA newborn screening study design.

Strengths and limitations of this study

► The Bio-Plex immunoassay is a well-established, feasible method used for measuring N-acetylgalactosamine-6-sulfatase protein in dried blood spot and has the potential to be adopted for mucopolysaccharidosis IVA (MPS IVA) newborn screening study design.

► The early diagnosis of MPS IVA in infantile period is valuable, preventable and treatable.

► No positive case has been found is the limitation of this study.

INTRODUCTION

Mucopolysaccharidoses (MPSs), a group of rare genetic diseases known as lysosomal storage disorders (LSDs), are caused by the deficiency of enzymes that catalyse the step-wise degradation of glycosaminoglycans (GAGs). Mucopolysaccharidosis IVA (MPS IVA, Morquio syndrome A; OMIM#253000) is a disease characterised by a deficiency in the enzyme N-acetylgalactosamine-6-sulfatase (GALNS; EC 3.1.6.4). This deficiency leads to excessive lysosomal storage of keratan sulfate and chondroitin-6-sulfate resulting in devastating manifestations, such as systemic skeletal dysplasia, short stature, joint abnormalities that limit mobility and endurance, malformation of the thorax that impairs respiratory function, odontoid hypoplasia and ligamentous laxity which causes cervical spinal instability and potentially cord compression. Other symptoms of MPS IVA include hearing loss, corneal clouding and valvular heart disease.1–4 Initial symptoms often present during the first 5 years of life depending on the severity of disease or age of diagnosis.

Few studies have investigated the incidence (or prevalence) of MPS. The overall
incidence of MPS was estimated to be 1 in 10 000–25 000 births in Europe.1 5 6 The highest incidence of MPS IVA was reported in Northern Ireland with a rate of 1.31 in 100 000 live births,7 which was substantially higher compared with other countries such as Germany, Poland and Tunisia. The birth incidences of MPS IVA in those countries were estimated to be between 0.14 and 0.45 cases in 100 000 live births.8–10 In Taiwan, the birth incidence for all MPS cases was 2.04 per 100 000 live births investigated from January 1984 to December 2004,11 with MPS IV incidence estimated at 0.33 per 100 000 live births, accounting for 16% of all MPS cases in Taiwan.

Recently, several experimental and approved treatments have been reported for some of the MPS subtypes and these include haematopoietic stem cell transplantation,12 13 enzyme replacement therapy (ERT),12 14–17 premature stop codon read-through18 19 and vector-mediated gene therapy.20–22 ERTs are available for MPS I, MPS II, MPS IVA and MPS VI. ERT with recombinant human GALNS (elosulfase alfa) was approved in 2014 and is the first systemic treatment available for patients with MPS IVA.

Optimal benefits from ERT, particularly for patients with MPS IVA who suffer from devastating cartilage disease, would require commencement of treatment before the onset of irreversible clinical disease. With the exception of cases where there is a family history of the disease, presumptomatic detection of MPS can only be achieved by newborn screening. Recent progress towards newborn screening for LSDs holds promise for early detection.23–25

MPS is diagnosed by a decrease in or loss of enzyme activity, usually involving a fluorescent-tagged artificial substrate such as 4-methylumbellifereone (4MU) or a natural substrate in which a fragment of biological substrate is labelled with a radio-stable isotope.26–28 Homogenates of cultured fibroblasts and leucocytes have been widely used for definitive diagnoses of LSDs. The use of dried blood spot (DBS) samples offer several advantages in terms of cost, transportation and suitability of sample collection from neonates.

We previously reported findings from a pilot study of newborn screening for MPS I in Taiwan using the 4MU fluorescent enzymatic assay and have analysed more than 67 500 samples since 2008.23 The 4MU enzymatic assay for GALNS enzyme activity in DBS has not been proven to be consistently successful since 2010.26–31 Although the recent study showed that GALNS can be reliably and accurately measured by mass spectrometry in DBS,29 the quality and the stability of the synthesised substrate, as well as the commercialisation are all needed to be clarified further. In this study, we reported to conduct a pilot study to determine the utility of the Bio-Plex immunoassay for the quantitation of GALNS protein in DBS as an alternative method used for MPS IVA newborn first-line biochemistry examination in Taiwan. The Bio-Plex immunoassay has many advantages, such as high specificity, high throughput, quantitative assay and easy-to-use 96-well plate-based suspension analysis system. Similar to enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (figure 1), the Bio-Plex assay uses antibody-coupled magnetic beads (capture beads) to react and bind first with the antigen (GALNS protein) eluted from the DBS sample. The antigen–antibody complex is then treated by biotinylated detection antibodies and a reporter streptavidin–phycoerythrin conjugate. Fluorescence intensity of the reporter conjugate is then measured to determine GALNS quantities. The reading intensity of the fluorescence is proportional to the amount of GALNS protein in the DBS sample.

PARTICIPANTS AND METHODS
Preparation of DBS samples
DBS samples were obtained according to the National Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standards protocol (NCCLS standard LA4-A4), ‘Blood Collection on Filter Paper for Neonatal Screening Program’.32 33 Blood samples were collected by heel puncture on the second day of life. Drops of blood were spotted directly on filter paper (ToYo PKU No 545; Toyo Roshi Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan) and dried at room temperature for at least 4 hours. DBS samples were stored at 4°C in zipper lock plastic bags prior to quantitative analysis of GALNS protein by Bio-Plex immunoassay.

Between December 2013 and November 2015, a total of 7415 DBS samples were collected from neonates born in the main medical centre and three other branches of MacKay Memorial Hospital in Taiwan. Written informed consents were obtained from the parents prior to the screening process (12MMHIS188 approved by MacKay Memorial Hospital Institutional Review Board). The normal GALNS levels in DBS of infant examinees were set in 95% of the values lie within two SD. The reference values of GALNS levels in normal infants (n=356) were calculated by using Microsoft Excel 2013, and the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality was also determined. Eleven DBS samples from patients with confirmed MPS IVA without receiving ERT (aged from 4.2 to 29.0 years) were used as positive controls to test the method. All the patients...
were with significant clinical manifestations, particularly systemic skeletal dysplasia including bone deformities such as gibbus, genu valgum and dysostosis multiplex; and all the patients had no symptom of central nervous system involvement.

**Assay validation tests**

In the study, 10 DBS samples obtained from the outpatient clinic recruited non-MPS volunteers were run and calculated for within-run and between-run precisions (coefficient of variance % (CV %)). All the 10 samples were run in six consecutive replicates for within-run analysis, and a duplicate analysis of each sample (n=10) was performed on six different days sequentially. In addition, the other EDTA blood samples were collected from non-MPS participants (n=20) and pooled, which were used to make a normal control (C1, n=20) and an inactivated control (C2, n=20), in which the inactivated control DBS samples were placed in a 50°C oven for 96 hours to degrade GALNS. These control DBS samples were used for assay quality control.

In this study, control DBS samples were collected and stored in low gas-permeability plastic bags at −30°C until analysis. The precision of the assay was performed to assess the repeatability. To ensure the stability and the accuracy of Bio-Plex immunoassay in DBS, the within-run and between-run precisions of DBS controls (C1 and C2) were evaluated. All prepared DBS samples were run in six consecutive replicates for the within-run analysis, whereas a duplicate analysis of each sample was performed on six different days sequentially for the between-run precision. Recovery analysis was also performed by spiking aqueous GALNS working standard (25.0 µg/L) into EDTA whole blood obtained from the same participants with appropriate ratio in volumes.

**Bio-Plex immunoassay workflow**

The MPS IVA-specific Bio-Plex immunoassay was performed using the Bio-Plex 200 System (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, California, USA) as described. DBSs (3.175 mm diameter) were punched from the DBS samples for GALNS protein elution. Each DBS was transferred to one well in a 96-well plate and eluted overnight (16 hours) at 4°C in 130 µL phosphate-buffered saline (0.05% Tween, 20.05% bovine serum albumin, 0.05% γ-globulin and 0.05% sodium azide; pH 7.4). A Bio-Plex Promagnetic COOH bead (bead no 35; Luminex, Austin, Texas, USA) was used in this study. The protein coupling was performed according to the instruction manual issued by Bio-Rad Laboratories. The coupling procedure comprises a two-step carbodiimide reaction. The carboxyl groups on the bead surface were first activated to form an active O-acylisourea intermediate by using EDAC (1-ethyl-3-[3-dimethylaminopropyl] carbodiimide hydrochloride). Then, the intermediate was further formed a more stable ester by treating with S-NHS (sulfosuccinimidyl 4-(N-maleimidomethyl)cyclohexane-1-carboxylate) and the stable ester was ready for proceeding the protein coupling reaction. In this study, approximate 6.25×10⁶ carboxylated beads (500 µL) were required and prepared for the coupling reaction. The protein coupling reaction was performed by adding 50 µL (1 mg/mL) capture (primary) GALNS antibody (rabbit polyclonal antibody SAB 1410481, purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, Missouri, USA) to 450 µL well-activated bead suspension by gentle agitation on shaker in dark for 2 hours at room temperature.

DBS eluates (50 µL) were then incubated with capture beads (2500 beads/analyte/well) and each with unique spectral address coated with the capture GALNS antibody for 16 hours at 4°C. Subsequently, biotin-labelled detection (secondary) antibody (133 µg/L in concentration; mouse monoclonal antibody ab 69957; Abcam, Cambridge, UK) was added to the wells and incubated for an additional 2 hours. Free capture antibodies were washed out by filtration using a magnetic plate carrier to recover the magnetic beads irrespective of the capture antibody coating. The beads were then incubated in streptavidin-phycocerythrin solution (phycocerythrin (PE): 1.2 µg/L, 50 µL/well) at room temperature for 30 min. After gentle removal of the supernatant from the wells, the beads were resuspended in phosphate-buffered saline (125 µL/well). Specificity of antibodies to GALNS protein was verified by performing dot blot assay (figure 2A) and western blotting (figure 2B). and the results showed that the specificities of Ag–Ab reactions were good and satisfactory. In figure 2B, the rabbit GALNS polyclonal and the mouse monoclonal antibodies reacted with a full-length human GALNS protein (1 a.a.–522 a.a.), and the results showed distinct bands of ~58 kDa precursor (predicted molecular weight) and 40 kDa mature polypeptides in the cell homogenates from the wild-type by western blotting.

Fluorescence intensity of the beads was determined using the Bio-Plex protein array system with the Bio-Plex Manager V.3.1 software (Bio-Rad, Hercules, California, USA). The amounts of fluorescence sorting detected by yttrium aluminium garnet laser with wavelengths of 532 (exciting) and 580 nm (emission) was proportional to the quantity of GALNS protein (expressed as µg/L).

**Calibration curve**

Fresh-made working calibrators were prepared by serial dilutions of GALNS stock solution (1 mg/mL). The human recombinant GALNS protein was purchased from R&D Systems (Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA), and the final concentrations of working standards were 100, 50, 25, 12.5, 6.25, 3.125, 1.56, 0.78 and 0.39 µg/L. Biotin was used as a blank. The GALNS calibration curve (fluorescence intensity against the logarithm of concentrations) was made and showed linear between the concentrations of 0.39 and 12.5 µg/L of GALNS working standards, whereas it illustrated non-linear above the concentrations of 25 µg/L according to the logistic fifth party logistic model. The regression analysis (r²) of the calibration curve (fluorescence reading versus concentrations of GALNS calibration) was excellent (r²=0.9991). The correlation of observed versus expected results was 0.999855.
Figure 2  The specificities of capture (primary) and detection (secondary) antibodies to antigen (GALNS) have been assured by employing dot blotting assays (A) and western blotting (B). Both results showed good specificity of this method. Either capture (SAB 1410481; 1:1000) or detection antibody (abcam 69957; 1:1000) showed high specificity to the GALNS antigen. By treating with anti-GALNS antibody, the 58kDa precursor and 40kDa mature polypeptides were observed in the wild-type human white blood cell homogenates. The loading control of molecular weight markers are indicated on the left. ARSB, arylsulfatase B; GALNS, N-acetylgalactosamine-6-sulfatase; IDS, iduronate 2-sulfatase.

Figure 3  The GALNS concentrations (ranges) in dried blood spots from normal control (17.86±4.78 µg/L, n=356), carriers (14.17±1.52 µg/L, n=3) and patients with confirmed MPS IVA (0.88±0.19 µg/L, n=11). GALNS, N-acetylgalactosamine-6-sulfatase; MPS, mucopolysaccharidosis.

RESULTS

Precision and validation of Bio-Plex immunoassay for GALNS quantitation

A total of 10 samples were run and calculated for within-run and between-run precisions (CV%). The within-run and between-run precisions of DBS Bio-Plex immunoassay were 10.74% and 9.37%, respectively. To ensure the stability and the accuracy of Bio-Plex immunoassay in DBS, the within-run and between-run precisions of control DBSs (C1 and C2) were also evaluated. The within-run and between-run of C1 and C2 were 7.74% and 9.07%, respectively. The averaged quantities of GALNS were 14.09±3.43 µg/L for C1 and 6.58±1.15 µg/L for C2. The recovery of GALNS using Bio-Plex immunoassay was excellent (about 94.3%). The validation of Bio-Plex immunoassay for GALNS quantitation confirmed that the method was capable of meeting the requirements set on it. The sensitivity and specificity of the test according to false positives and false negatives in relation with true positives and true negatives were excellent (about 100% and 99.89%), respectively. The detectable level was as low as 0.39 µg/L; in addition, fine specificity of the immunoassay was also noted which revealed clear identity from the result analysed by western blotting. Either capture or detection antibody showed high specificity to the GALNS antigen. For the cross-reactivity of the test, it was not required to be measured due to the single test (single target) performed in this study. There were no significant effects of the matrix observed in this test because of the use of the same phosphate-buffered saline when diluting samples for the standard curve.

Quantitation of GALNS in DBSs

Of the 7415 samples analysed, 132 (1.78%) samples had GALNS levels below the cut-off value of 13.08 µg/L at the first time of testing. Most of these (n=124) were excluded and results showed normal when the original DBS samples were reanalysed. Only eight had been recalled for a second DBS collection and repeated the analysis (recall rate=0.108%). In those, the GALNS quantities were all >8.30 µg/L (the second time of testing). No positive case has been reported so far in this study.

The reference values of GALNS levels in DBS samples using Bio-Plex immunoassay were 8.30–27.43 µg/L, with a mean of 17.86±4.78 µg/L (figure 3). Sampling to determine the reference values of GALNS in newborn controls showed a 5000 samples simulation (Shapiro-Wilk test, p=0.538) (figure 4). In patients with confirmed MPS IVA who did not receive ERT (n=11), the GALNS quantities were almost near to the lower limit of detection (<0.39 µg/L) that were far below those of 5% of unaffected control. The GALNS quantities in carrier parents identified from two patients with confirmed MPS IVA (n=3) were between 12.34 and 16.53 µg/L (14.17±1.52 µg/L), which were all situated within the normal reference values.
Figure 4  Sampling to determine the reference values of GALNS in newborn controls showed normal distribution (5000 samples, Shapiro-Wilk test, p=0.354). GALNS, N-acetylgalactosamine-6-sulfatase.

Proposed algorithm for MPS IVA newborn screening

On the basis of our findings, we propose a diagnostic algorithm for newborn first-line screening for MPS IVA as described in figure 5. Two levels of testing of the original DBS sample were proposed to rule out the false-positive results, particularly in carriers. The cut-off values of the first time and the second time of testing were determined according to the mean and SD method (mean ± SD). To reduce the number of false-positive cases, the cut-off values of the first time and the second time of testing were set at −1 SD and 2 SD from the mean value, respectively. The cut-off level of GALNS quantity in DBS using Bio-Plex immunoassay was 13.08 µg/L for the first time and 8.30 µg/L for the second time of testing. Infants who had GALNS level below the cut-off point of 8.30 µg/L were likely to be the highly suspicious cases and should be recalled for a second DBS sample collection. The application of the first time of testing was used to rule out the false-positive samples from the highly suspicious cases, including the carriers. For the second time of testing and the recall, the cut-off value was set even narrow in cut-off value in order to separate strictly the affected infants from the healthy individuals. Confirmative diagnoses including leucocyte enzymatic assay and molecular DNA analysis should be performed further regarding the significant reduction of GALNS level being detected by the second time of testing.

DISCUSSION

Currently, there is no general consensus for the method used for MPS IVA newborn screening. Multiplex assays for quantitative measurement of GALNS activity using tandem mass spectrometry have been developed and reported since 201029–31; however, the 4MU enzymatic assay has not been applied widely due to the stability of the synthesised substrate. Besides, GALNS activity and/or GAG biomarkers, particularly the keratan sulfate in blood, urine or even DBS, can be detected quantitatively using tandem mass spectrometry method, and have shown to be applicable for MPS IVA newborn screening and the prognostic assessment following ERT.40–42 However, the validation of clinical application, particularly for MPS IVA newborn screening purpose, is still uncertain and controversial. Besides, a fluorometric method had been reported by Camelier et al.,28 that could be also considered for screening of MPS IVA, but there were no data demonstrated that microplate-based fluorescence analysis for the detection of MPS IVA in dried blood samples was reliable and practicable. In this study, an alternative method, the Bio-Plex immunoassay measuring GALNS protein in DBS, is proposed and it can be another choice to be adopted for MPS IVA first-line screening purpose. The method is with high sensitivity and high specificity which is compulsory for the development and implementation of newborn screening. Several similar immunoassays such as immune-quantification assay, immune-capture method and time-resolved fluorometry with the dissociation-enhanced lanthanide fluorescence immunoassay (DELFIA) method had been developed to screen populations for LSDs, including MPS.43–46 However, the experimental applications and diagnostic purposes of LSD are different. The principle of immune-quantification assay is similar with the method we presented in this study, which can accurately quantify lysosomal proteins in DBS.44
Using immunoassay for LSD screening and diagnostic purpose raised many questions, such as, the stability of protein level in DBS? protein level changing through the life? and protein level correlated with clinical severity?. According to literatures reported, the LSD enzyme activities in DBS decreased notably when DBS samples stored under different temperatures like 4°C or room temperature, but protein quantity will not be affected significantly. To verify any difference in the amount of GALNS protein by age, we had collected both plasma and DBS samples from 34 unaffected control in variety of ages, in which three age groups were divided including group 1 (<2 years old; n=9), group 2 (2–17 years old; n=12) and group 3 (over 18 years old; n=13). All the samples were performed measuring GALNS protein based on the same method described above. From the results obtained in both plasma and DBS samples, there were no significant differences between group 1 and group 2, as well as between group 2 and group 3, whereas the results showed small biostatistic differences (p<0.05) between group 1 and group 3 (data not shown). The conclusion is that the amount of GALNS protein is changing through the life, but not very noticeable, and the changing of protein level in different age groups will not influence the judgement of attenuated phenotype by using Bio-Plex immunoassay for measuring GALNS protein under this circumstance. Whether or not the protein level correlates with clinical severity? The prediction of clinical severity with a single marker is somewhat limited. Combined markers including immune-detectable protein and enzyme activity are partially predictive of clinical severity. Many research evidences revealed that the effect of GALNS gene mutations on the GALNS tertiary structure was existent that indicated a good correlation among protein level, residual activity and clinical phenotype.

The overall recall rate of the method was <0.108%. The results suggest that the Bio-Plex immunoassay is practicable for MPS IVA newborn first-line screening purpose due to the rational percentage of false-positive cases. The only concerned query we raised for Bio-Plex immunoassay is the false-negative results that may be happened due to the production of enzymatic non-functional protein. According to the literature reported, most GALNS mutations identified were point mutations, particularly the missense mutation, and small deletions. Transient expression analysis of some mutations showed deficiency or low residual GALNS activity due to nonsense codon in the transcribed mRNA and thus the protein to be incorrectly translated. Results also revealed that the configuration of GALNS protein might be distinctly changed because of the destruction of hydrophobic core, salt bridge removal and modification of active site. Rivera-Colóna et al reported that most of the mutations (76.4%; 120/157 mutations) have been identified in the GALNS gene in patients with MPS IVA were missense mutations leading to a change of a single side chain residue in the protein. On the basis of the data reported, GALNS mutations in MPS IVA being mapped to their location on the protein showed that most of the mutations (65%; 78/120 mutations) lead to changes in buried residues of the hydrophobic core, and it means that MPS IVA is most often a protein-folding disease. Only six mutations (5%) affect active site residues and 32 mutations (27%) that map to surface residues. The GALNS protein fails to fold into its normal configuration and can lose its normal function. On the basis of the above evidences, false-negative results would be happened, but should be very rare. In addition, a crucial point of false-negative result that needs to be concerned by performing this method is, when patients have large deletions on an area where there is no epitope, neither the primary nor the reporter GALNS antibodies would not bind on the GALNS antigen, and the GALNS quantity will be very low or non-detectable. In this study, we used the rabbit GALNS polyclonal antibody (the primary antibody) and the mouse GALNS monoclonal antibody (the reporter antibody) that all showed satisfactory specificity to the protein by performing western blotting. The rabbit GALNS polyclonal and the mouse monoclonal antibody reacted with a full-length human GALNS protein (1 a.a.–522 a.a.), any variations of the gene may change the correct amino acid sequence and thus alter the configuration either at the active site or the surface of the protein structure. It may not be detectable by using immunoassay if the change of protein molecule is distinct.

CONCLUSION

To date, very few methods for MPS IVA newborn screening have been reported and none have been clinically adopted. The Bio-Plex immunoassay proposed in this pilot study is a reliable, specific, validated, simple and cost-effective method for measuring GALNS protein in DBS and has the potential to be adopted for MPS IVA newborn screening purpose. The cost of this technique (per sample) is about US$3.27 which is lower than that of developing a tandem mass spectrometry method for MPS type IVA (about 6.39 US$) provided by one of the newborn screening centres in Taiwan. More collaborating with other newborn screening centres in Taiwan are required to confirm the validation of the method that provides appropriate methodology to screen out more suspicious patients to enable early diagnosis and treatment before the onset of irreversible symptoms.
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